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Chapter 1331  

After that, Matthew then went to find Old Master Sandel. 

Straight-forwardly, the former told him about Philip as soon as they met. 

Originally, the old master kept vehemently denying the fact about another backer, but he only could 

admit it after discovering that it was Old Master Leigh that outed him. 

Mumbling, he kept saying that Old Master Leigh was a failure through and through. 

In the end, he was also shocked when Matthew showed the report. 

He had never thought that his secret that he had hidden for so many years would actually be found out. 

After that, Matthew locked both Old Master Sandel and Old Master Leigh together. 

As for what would happen next wasn't a worry to him. 

Excluding the Leighs, the other five main family members had all been disposed of by Tiger at this point. 

As for the others, they were all banished out of Eastcliff's borders and forbidden to ever return again. 

already be a problem to them, so how could they even seek revenge? From that point onward, the 

Greatest Families, Matthew then 

Natalie sitting beside Sasha, 

were also there 

they were 

lot better 

get together harmoniously with your family is the greatest thing, 

meal, Matthew then brought 

of people that he saved from human trafficking 

had all been given a bit 

in the end there were 

they 

stay here 

the little girl and boy here that he 

out the pair really were brother and sister, as they were kidnapped together back 



looks and knew how to flatter people, the kidnappers made an exception for her and did not amputate 

her arms and legs, instead making her sell 

brother was not so fortunate, as his limbs were amputated, forcing him to beg outside all day 

already considered lucky to still be able to beg, as the real purpose they were able to live was to 

compatible patient showed up was the moment 

Chapter 1332  

The next day arrived with Billy leaving Eastcliff. 

Only Ken followed him. 

His other trusted aides meanwhile all remained in Eastcliff, as this was what he had planned for his 

daughter. 

That afternoon, Matthew went to see Brittany. 

Although she looked no different from always, there was a certain melancholy in her gaze. 

At first, one would think that she did not know anything about this but in fact, she had already grasped 

the truth about a lot of things. 

After a week, Matthew suddenly received an invitation letter from the Eastcliff's Ten Greatest Families, 

inviting him to attend a banquet in their city. 

Matthew had already prepared himself, as he knew that this would eventually come. 

He knew that this was the time to draw the line between them. 

This trip might be equivalent to the Last Supper. 

would have the chance to control the whole 

young people got off the Mercedes Benz that stopped at 

them was a woman and a man, Charlie and 

last one was 

reason Felicia brought her daughter back to Eastcliff was to ensure 

the whole wedding was 

they weren't a match for 

Charlie and 

knew that they were not his opponents if they 

to Eastshire to see if they could somehow build a rapport with the Ten Greatest Families of Eastshire 

lot of her classmates here, thinking 



Charlie asked in a low voice, "Evelyn, 

"Of course it 

hotel in Eastshire.It's even much 

again, Charlie asked, "Not 

are the Ten Greatest 

Evelyn nodded in response. 

"That is of course!" 

the venue? Plus, do you think that anyone can attend this event? My best friend is the princess of the 

Sonnet 

Chapter 1333  

Charlie and Evelyn, who were just laughing, stopped the moment they saw Matthew. 

With gaping mouths, the trio stared at each other for a while. 

"A-Am I seeing things?" 

Evelyn muttered in shock, to which Lily also mumbled, "Did I just see Matthew?" 

Evelyn then exclaimed on the spot, "Right? You saw him too, didn't you? It's Matthew, isn't it? Was I 

mistaken? That is Matthew, isn't it?" 

With a sour expression, Charlie nodded. 

"That's right.It's that b*stard.Strange, though.Why would he come here?" 

Thinking about the previous incidents, Lily whispered in shock, "Say, do you think that he was invited by 

them?" 

Shaking his head, Charlie replied, "How can that be? This is Eastshire, not Eastcliff! Even if he was a bit 

capable in Eastcliff, he’s just some nobody in Eastshire! On top of that, the Ten Greatest Families of 

Eastshire have bad blood with Billy.With Matthew being his friend, why would they even invite him 

here?" 

Dazed, Lily asked, "Then...Why is he here?" 

was always dumbfounded by 

exclaimed yet again, "Did he...really go 

afar, Lily only saw 

looked at each 

him everywhere? Say, Charlie, do you think that he slipped inside secretly?" Lily asked 

care about that 



entered the hotel 

they were stopped by security when 

wasn't until Evelyn showed them their invitation 

them wonder 

Just as the trio were still ina daze, a haughty woman came up to 

come earlier? I wanted to introduce 

was, 

was her best friend and the princess of the Sonnet Family, 

even deliberately observed Lily 

Evelyn the invitations was because she wanted to introduce 

her male friends, this made her very respected 

bring a beauty along, Claire was not all that 

Chapter 1334  

Turing around, Matthew saw Claire with a few people behind her and they all looked on smugly at him. 

Not far away, Charlie and the trio were looking sneeringly at him. 

All this made him speechless. 

Some time ago, he had received the news that the trio had gone to Eastshire, saying something about 

making a name for themselves over there and swearing to overshadow him. 

He did not think that he would bump into them as soon as he arrived.It seemed like enemies see each 

other more often than friends do. 

Not in the mood to argue about this, Matthew just walked inside without even replying. 

His actions made Claire angry, as she grabbed onto his shirt. 

"Hey a*shole, did you hear me speak? What, are you trying to run away after being found out?" 

Angered by her, Matthew stared at Claire and said sternly, "A word of advice—if you don't have the 

power, then don't just whimsically try to stand up for anyone! You don't even know who you're facing!" 

moment, Claire was dazed by his words, but she quickly laughed along with the people around 

arrogant.Do you really think that you can swagger about here just because you have some power in 

Eastcliff? Talk about 

Claire shouted. 



front of you is the princess of the Sonnet Family, Claire Sonnet! How dare a smallfry like you disrespect 

one of the princesses of the Ten Greatest Families? You'd 

a kick at Matthew's ankle with the intention 

only returned a kick of his own on the youth's 

the youth then found out the bones of his legs 

attracted everybody's attention and they all 

"What's this?" 

sure either.Why 

princess of the Sonnets is here too.Who's the person standing 

the gathering of the Ten Greatest Families? Why is there an unfamiliar 

themselves, trying to 

made Claire livid, as being who she was, she had 

of the Ten Greatest Families with ulterior motives.Now that you've been found out, you even dare to 

make a move first? Do you really think that the families here 

Claire roared in anger. 

Chapter 1335  

Pointing at Matthew, Claire said, "It's this trash that came from Eastcliff.I'm not sure how he sneaked in, 

but he has been acting suspiciously like a thief.After we stopped him, he even injured one of us, Look at 

what happened to my brother!" 

Hearing that the person was from Eastcliff, the head of security instantly looked down on him. 

Walking smugly to Matthew, he observed him from head to toe before saying nonchalantly, "You, come 

with us!" 

The head of security was very high on his horse at the moment. 

Glancing at him, Matthew asked, "And why should I do that?" 

Sneering, he replied, "Because I'm the head of security for the hotel, and I suspect that you sneaked in 

without an invitation and want to steal stuff!" 

Taking out an invitation card, Matthew said, "This is my invitation.Do you want to check?" 

Snatching it over, the head of security threw it to his subordinates without even looking. 

the Ten Greatest Families gather, there's always smallfries like you that forge an invitation, trying to 

made Matthew 

of security is rather full of 



at it properly first before speaking!" Matthew said 

raised his hand against Matthew, "I'm saying 

madder after seeing Matthew dodge and he 

guards instantly stepped and surrounded 

Lily and Evelyn were secretly over the moon 

what if he controls the whole of Eastcliff? This is Eastshire! With his puny influence, he isn’t even 

acting as if all the injustice she suffered had 

a 

also someone more capable and powerful than him! Does he think that he 

slightly cold look, Matthew was already enraged, pondering whether to 

moment, the guard who was holding 

him, the head 

Chapter 1336  

Everyone at the scene was flabbergasted at that explanation. 

All of them surrounded him and stared at the invitation card; even the leader of the security guards 

approached him with wide eyes. 

Sure enough, written on the invitation card were ten names—the names of the heads of the Ten 

Greatest Families! Everyone was stunned. 

This was a situation that none of them had ever encountered. 

After a while, a man suddenly broke into laughter. 

"Ha! This is hilarious! This is the first time I see such a poor fake! If you want to fake an invitation letter, 

please choose a family and put the name on it.Why did you put the names of all the heads of the 

families on the card instead? What were you thinking? Were you worried that others won't realize that 

it's a fake?" 

Upon hearing that, the crowd, who were initially shocked, burst into laughter. 

Every year, the families would invite a few people to join the gathering of the Ten Great Families of 

Eastshire. 

Nonetheless, no matter how high that person's status was, he or she would only receive an invitation 

from one of the family, so there would only be one name on the invitation card. 

was a rule that had been enforced for 

all the names of the heads of the Ten Greatest Families, which made it obvious that it was a fake! The 

crowd 



and the others cackled so hard that 

kid is an 

"He's hilarious!" 

at Eastshire to humiliate 

there are ten names on the invitation card is because I'll only attend the event when all ten families 

jointly send me an 

that, the crowd started another 

opinion, it was impossible that what 

I was wrong—you are an idiot! You will only attend the event if the Ten Great Families 

Claire waved her hand. 

laughed so hard that my 

is there a clown showing up 

waved his hands 

him into the security room.Don't leave him here; he 

and one of them even grabbed 

happening from upstairs.It was rather illogical for none of the higher management of the 

Chapter 1337  

Upstairs, the higher-ups of the Ten Greatest Families were indeed watching the commotion downstairs. 

Their initial plan was to use the young people downstairs to give Matthew a warning, but none of them 

had expected that Matthew would make an unconventional move by starting a fight. 

Looking at the young people of their families yelling and crying due to the beating, the heads of the 

families were so pissed that their bodies started trembling. 

"He is such a savage! And brutal too! How could someone like him exist? That's outrageous!" 

one of the heads of the families thundered, to which another head of the family muttered, "What do we 

do now? Should we send someone down to stop him?" 

Everyone turned their gaze to Philip, who was sitting in the innermost part of the room, as he was the 

leader among them.He slowly shook his head and uttered, "Send someone down to stop Matthew and 

invite him up here" 

The crowd was stunned to hear that, and the head of the Fisher Family responded in a fluster, "Master 

White, are we going to just let this slide? He's making a scene downstairs and has injured our men! 

Shouldn't we beat him up? If we invite him upstairs now, won't he think that we are actually afraid of 

him?" 



Philip darted a look at him. 

"So what? Should we directly rage a complete war with him outside? What about the negotiation if we 

drive him away?" 

families exchanged glances and, in 

sent someone downstairs to end 

person was the head of the Turner Family, 

the head of the Turner Family, they surrounded him and made complaints about Matthew, begging for 

him to stand up for them and take Matthew 

Turner Family beamed at them and said, "Everyone, this is all but a misunderstanding.Mr.Larson didn't 

sneak into the compound; he is indeed an honorable guest invited by the Ten Greatest Families 

he announced that, everyone at 

the other two people, who were standing far away from the 

have thought that Matthew was really jointly invited by 

kid is a 

of Turner Family 

do you think that there would be an error when I personally put my signature on 

at a loss for words, but she still responded unconvincingly, "Still, he shouldn't 

voicing out their 

Turner Family waved 

more important to discuss with Mr.Larson.Mr.Larson, 

respect that I deserved.It's apparent that you guys don't take me seriously when you are the only one 

who is sent downstairs and 

Chapter 1338  

At that point, even Claire was dumbfounded. 

If the head of the Turner Family was the only one present at the scene, she wouldn't pay much heed to 

Matthew. 

After all, the Turner Family had succeeded the Hughes Family and had been recently promoted as one of 

the Ten Greatest Families. 

Hence, the Turner Family's position wasn't high among the Ten Greatest Families due to their limited 

strength, and so she didn't take them seriously. 

However, now that all the heads of the families had come down to welcome Matthew, things were 

actually much more serious. 



At the very least, it proved that Matthew wasn't someone she could afford to mess with! Charlie and the 

others were so frightened that they started quivering and they couldn't even utter a word. 

Never in a million years would they have thought that something like this would happen! Philip and the 

others approached Matthew with obsequious smiles. 

"Mr.Larson, we walked too slow, so we came down late.Please forgive us if we ever offended you!" 

The others apologized to Matthew as well, but all of them wore different expressions. 

Among them, the head of the Fisher Family had rage in his eyes. 

son had died in Matthew's 

my vengeful character.Since you all know that you have offended me, you 

words put Philip on 

Matthew wanted them to punish the young 

slightly regretted not inviting Matthew upstairs the first thing upon 

give Matthew a warning, yet it ended 

guards out and break their limbs! How dare these bunch of blind fools treat our 

rushed out from one 

as it was obvious that Philip was going 

a look 

spoiled brats of the Ten Greatest Families? 

he was at the verge of blowing up, but upon remembering the purpose of this meeting, he 

Greatest Families insulted Mr.Larson earlier and give each of them a tight 

Philip bellowed. 

looked at one another, while the spoiled rich kids were all stunned.They couldn't understand what 

Matthew had in him to get the heads of 

a chair 

sitting here and watching closely, in case 

on his face, Philip forced himself to wave his hand to gesture at 

Chapter 1339  

After Matthew had walked away, Claire led the other rich kids and together, they dragged Charlie and 

his friends to a corner. 

The reason they had faced such a brutal punishment that night was thanks to the trio. 



Hence, sparing them was out of the equation. 

Meanwhile, Matthew entered the largest private room located at the penthouse and sat down together 

with the heads of the Ten Greatest Families. 

Philip began the discussion. 

"Mr.Larson, let's get down to business.Billy Newman has left and he won't be coming back, so someone 

should take over his legacy.Many years ago, the Ten Greatest Families made an agreement with 

Mr.Newman that we would be given priority in taking over everything that belonged to Mr.Newman in 

Eastcliff if he leaves.What do you say, Mr.Larson?" 

Upon hearing that, Matthew answered, "I’m sorry, but I have never heard about this agreement from 

Mr.Newman.Besides, although he has left, his daughter is still around.Therefore, his descendent should 

be taking over all the assets that Mr.Newman left behind, no?" 

In other words, Matthew implied that the Ten Greatest Families had no rights to inherit Billy's properties 

since they were not Billy's descendents. 

All the heads of the families were annoyed, but the head of the Fisher Family was the first to voice out 

his rage by smacking the table. 

Larson, don't get too cocky! I'm 

Matthew scoffed in response. 

what? The last time I was in Eastshire, you guys failed to 

"You—" 

head of the Fisher Family was so pissed that he nearly flipped the table, but he was stopped by 

looked 

You won't be able to keep things that don't belong to you! I 

them a look and 

Greatest Families.You guys not only want Billy's assets, but everything that I have in my hands as well! 

However, I'm afraid that it won't be easy to snatch all these from me 

being mad, Philip 

you like to give 

here in this room.What do you think?" Matthew 

expression fell and he forced 

"What do you mean?" 

I mean? Philip, the Ten Greatest Families have never planned to talk things out with me since the very 

purpose be when you were willing to say so many nice words 



Chapter 1340  

Prince cast him a look of disdain. 

"Master Levi? Ha! Coincidentally, I just had lunch with him in the afternoon. He said that the Fisher 

Family from Eastshire has gone too far this time, so the customs in Eastshire are something that needs 

to be changed" 

The expressions of heads of the Ten Great Families instantly sank. 

In other words, Master Levi had meant to tell them that he sided with the Prince and Matthew! 

Everyone turned to Philip at that. 

Philip was livid with anger.He never thought that things would escalate to this point. 

"Although Master Levi is the King of the South, this is still a matter of the Eastshire, after all.It's a little 

inappropriate for Master Levi to step into our family issue!" he growled through gritted teeth. 

"Don't worry.Master Levi had no time to meddle in this annoying matter.However, Matthew's my 

buddy, so his problem is mine as well.There shouldn't be a problem for me to help him, right?" 

Philip's expression eased a little.He then coldly glared at Matthew. 

had left.Nevertheless, you will need to depend on your own strength to take over everything that Billy 

has left behind.The people of Eastshire won't submit to you if you lack the capability and all you 

to chime in, Matthew reached out his 

gold-rated assassins, right? Just get them to come at me all at once! If I die here 

of the families were 

and 

win, you will be the leader of 

Matthew slowly nodded. 

it, then! Philip, you've got some guts there.We will decide this based 

assassins head on has won my respect! 

to fight thirteen gold- rated assassins on your own; 

at Matthew and whispered in a fluster, "Matthew, don't act on an impulse! I've brought so many people 

to help you, so dealing with thirteen gold-rated assassins is a piece of cake; you can even kill these old 

men if you wish! However, fighting the assassins on your own will be 

you before that out of the thirteen assassins, three 

head with a 

honest, it wasn't difficult at all to him if all he wanted to do was to kill the heads of the ten families, but 

the problem was 



have to waste a longer time to take over 

 


